finale, the performance is a delight.
There is no more guileless music-like

a f lower in f ull bloorgr:than the
Allegretto Grazioso, and Marriner
perfectly catches the soft f ragrance of

the work. The Minnesota Orchestra
gives a performance of quality. lt does
not have that rich tonal sheen of the
very best ensembles, but plays with
all the necessary allure.
The only musical drawback to this
performance is that it is in the current

international style of orchestral play-

ing. That is, it is slightly cold

and

detached with none of the yielding
and, dare I say it, portamenfo, that is

now out of f ashion, but that

the
music, at least to my ears, requires.
This is one of the least objectionable
digital recordings that I have heard.
There is a minimum, if Bny, of
highlighting the soloists, and the
sound stage is well represented

laterally, though there could be

a

greater sense of depth-compare the
fanfare at the start of the fourth movement with the fanfare at the start of

DVORAK: Symphony No.
Major, Op. 88
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Minnesota Orchestra; Neville Marriner,
conductor
Philips 6514 050 (digitat), $12.98
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DvoiSk was f orty-eight years

old

when he completed his Symphony in
G Major in 1889, and no work in the
concert repertoire has such a sense of
smiling charm about it. The dedication
is rather mundane f or so luminescent a
work: "To the Bohemian Academy of

Emperor Franz Joseph

for the

En-

couragement of Art and Literature, in
thanks for my election."
It is not surprising that so lovely a
work has received so many fine performances on record and any new in-

l-ra's "10',t?e its chances
with Kertesz, Kubelik, Karajan and
. dozuns of other recorded-versions.
Neville Marriner's is an easygoing,
smiling interpretation and from the
lovely and loving opening to the
whooping Straussian horns of the

terpretation

24

the

Capriccio ltalien (Crystal Clear
CCS-7003) to get an understanding
of how impressive the effect of depth
can be. Listen to this same orchestra,
under Skrowaczewski, playing Ravel
(Vox SVBX 51 33). That analog recording, made several years ago is sonically even more impressive and shows
off this orchestra on a splendid sound
stage.

The anonymous liner notes

in

English are relatively short and simple.
The French notes alongside are more

substantial and more interesting.
There is no information on the recording itself, which is a plty, since it
would be interesting to know the
microphone layout, but not even the
producer or engineer is listed.
ln sum, this is a loving, lilting interpretation, with plenty&"f guts in the

final-- ?n_ovement, trTh'' captures
well fioi5k's belovied Vyoska
countryside.
IFAN PAYNE
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MOZART: String Quartet in F Ma-

jor, K. 168; String Quartet in

C

Major, K. 157; String Ouartet in G
Major, K. 156; String Ouartet in D
Minor, K. 173
Sequoia String Quartet
Nonesuch D-79026 (digital),

$1

1.98

Mozart's early quartets are a delight

and their slow movements

often
transcend that delight in moments of

haunting beauty. This

is

especially

true of the andanre to K. 1 68 and the
adagio

of K. 156, whereas the slow

nrovement of K. 173, an andantino
grazioso, is the epitome of courtly
elegance. The two earlier of the four
quartets on this disc were composed

before Mozart's visit to Vienna in
1773, when he was captivated by
Haydn's Op.

20 quartets of 1772.

The K, 168 and '173 quartets were
composed following that experience.
Although there are a number of
cornpeting single discs of these early
quartets, Schwann indicates that the
main competition comes from sets of

the complete Mozart quartets. Thus,
for many buyers, this new disc would
appear to be an attractive proposition
for tl'rose wishing only a sample of
these lovely works.
The performances by the Sequoia
String Ouartet are alert and attractive,

and although the recording medium

fails to capture their emotional and
physical commitment to the music,
allfrarent during a live performance by

this erisemble, the record does com-

rrirlrir;atB 'the caring and spirited quali-

ty ilf rlre playing.
The recorded sound is cold and uningratiating, with prominence given to

the first violin, whose tone

is

somewhat citric. Repeats are handled
in an offhand way. Robert Winter's
liner notes are excellent.

Do not let the comment about the
sound quality put you off . This is an
attractive disc that makes an excellent
introduction to Mozart's string
quartets and I am sure that, on most
equipment, the sound will be fine.
IFAN PAYNE
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WEIGL: String Auartet No. 7
( t 942)
t-ELD i String O.uartet No. 4
( t 955)
Brno String Quartet (in Weigl); Smetana

l'':1.'.r

Ouartet (in Feld)
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Serenus SRS 12093, $6.98

This is fascinating and lovely music,

reasonably well recorded, and

available at a relatively low price.

Karl Weigl was born in Vienna in
881 , moved to the United States in
1938 where he died in 1949, He had
1

served as a rehearsal conductor under

Mahler and indeed there are hints of
that master here and there in his work.
He composed eight string quartets.
The Seventh Ouartet starts with a

lyrical andante, moves on to

a

vigorous allegro moderato, with an in'rpassioned interlude. There follows a
third movement adagio that is Beethovian both in its tonality and its static,
timeless quality. The work concludes
with a joyful allegro presto. All of this
is warmly played by the Brno Quartet.
Recordings of the Fifth and Sixth
Ouartets have been available, but this
seems to be the first recording of the
Seventh Ouartet.
J
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Jindrich Feld, a Czech composer
born in 1925, is Professor of Cornposition at the University of Prague.
This Fourth Ouartet starts with a slow
and tranquil atonal episode that leads,
after an explosive adagio, to a central

of great tension and excitement. The following allegro moveclimax

ment mixes pizzicato and arco stabbing chords in music of rhythmic vital-

ity. The scherzo is a brief scampering
,t]

movement that ends in a riot of col
legno and pizzicato. The final movement is an effective adagro. This exciting and characterful string writing is
given a spirited performance by the
Smetana String Ouartet. lncidentally,
it seems to be the same performance

as that previously issued

on

Supraphon.

Although the two sides are slightly
differently recorded,
the;;ound is ade-inS+fuments

quate, with tfrli
well
defined. However, the surfaces of the
diqc'dr.e noisy and the pacFaglng is
somewhat austere f or such rich
music.
IFAN.PAYN
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GRAUN: Concerto in C Minor frtr

Violin and Viola; GRAUPNEH:
Concerto in D for Viola d'amore

and Viola,' HOI-ZBAUER: Concerto
in E Flat for Viola and Cello
Wilfred Engel, viola; Rainer Kussmaul,
violin; Dorothea Jappe, viola d'amore;

Philip Bosbach, violoncello;

Capella
Clementina; Helmut Mtiller-Briihl, conductor
Philips 9502 067, $10.98

This is an attractive record of unusual
music that is well played. Very little of
the music of any of these composers
has been committed to disc and as far
as I can tell this is the f irst recording of
all of these works.

Johann

Gottlieb
Graun
(17O2-1711) was one of three
musical brothers and was a noted

violinist who studied under Tartini. His
concerto is a spirited and interesting
work even though it is not a particular-

ly distinctive one.
Christoph Graupner (1 683- 1 760)
started studying law, but ended up as
the Kapellmeisfer to the Landgrave
Ernst Ludwig of Hesse-Darmstadt, Flis
Concerto in D is a gem of alternating
lovely slow movements with joyfully
cantering fast ones. The gently swaying opening Grave is particularly attractive.

A

largely self-taught musician, lg-

naz Jakob Holzbauer was a friend of

Mozart's and for twenty-five years

was the director of the opera and or-

chestra at Mannheim. The small

number of recordings of his works cur-

rently available does not reflect his
considerable output of operas arrd
choral works as well as instrumental

and orchestral compositions.
springing, leaping opening to

The
the

Allegro spirituoso of the Concerto in E
Flat is ear catching-andJlt sonorities
developed as a result of using a viola
and sqltg are most distinctive.-.* i

The performers all use original instruments, though those instruments

are not described. The Capella
Clementina is a small group, one
52

piayer to a part, and both they and the
soloists play with security and
liveliness. The performances.'are alert
and thoroughly enjoyable. :

The sound is hard and somewhat
gr"ainy, with the solo instruments

closely microphoned. The record is cut

at a very high level. The recording
sounds at its best when the gain

is

turned down, in my case, quite a lot.
The front of the sleeve is very handsonre, but graphically the back is a bit
confusing and the English translation

of the German liner notes

is

unidiomatic.

The titles of the compositions are
given in some kind of mongrel
ianguage: Concerto (English); c-moll
(German); in C Minor (English); for exanrple. This is followed by per violino e
viola concertati etc. which is ltalian.
No details on the recording or the editions used are given; this latter is surely a serious lapse where these composers are concerned.
Part of this record was just played
over a local radio station and I thought
again, despite the imperfections listed

above, what a delight this record is.
IFAN PAYNE
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r/,,ork. I he f irst siCe consists of the
Rolia Concertino, utilizing all three instrurrlrerrts. Side 2 consists of f oug
dr-lets lrr reality, the record is not the
success that it should be. The problem
lies with the performance and the
quality of the recording on side 1 , and
with the sound quality on side 2.
The Rolla Concertino is an attractive
worl<, but it is given a most insensitive
performance. The violist, in particular,
plays aggressively and with little of
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gracef ulness that the work requires. The recorded sound is puzzlirrg. All three instruments seem to be
priled on top of each other, as though
the three players were sitting on each
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others' knees. The quality of the sound
is hard and decidedly unseductive.
Of the four composers represented
on side 2, David Loeb shows that he
has a fine ear for combinations of
sound, and Peter Racine Fricker has
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composed a three-movement minidrama that is notable. The performers
seem to be more in tune with the

,..i1.;:

music on the second side of the record
so that the works are well performed,

though the quality

of the sound is

again hard and unattractive. There is a
faint pre-echo before each movement.
The notes on the music, by James
Wierzbicki, are excellent. I wanted so
rnuch to enjoy this record f or its

HOLLA: Concertino a Tre in E Flat

I\4aior;

CRAWFORD-SEEGER:

Diaphonic Suite No. 2;
SYDEMAN: Variations; LOEB:
Suite; FRICKER: Three

Arguments, Op. 59

Virginia Christensen, viola (in Rolla and

Sydeman); Otto Eifert, bassoon; Roy
Christensen, cello (in Rolla, CrawfordSeeger, Loeb and Fricker)
Gasparo GS-1

08CX, $8.98
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ln concept, this is a wonderful record.
It is a seJectignrof (as far as I know)--

previously l unrecorded works for
various combinations of viola, cello

unusual repertoire, but found it tough
going sonically and (in the Rolla) interpretively. There has been a suggestion
in some record journals recently that
the CX process will be allowed to die a

I have not listo tlris record with a CX ex-

quiet deatir. Though
tened

pander (decoder), it is claimed that the
CX process is compatible with a stan-

dard stereo system. lf this is a fair
representation of the process, 'its
death will be an act of kindness.
IFAN PAYNE
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and bassoon. The common element is

the bassoon, which.appears in
54.

each
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